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New and Improved! Our Cottage Ledgestone II is everything you 

have come to love about our original Cottage Ledgestone and more. 

It still offers the most popular look on the market with a “natural 

stone” finish, now with wider joints and a 16.5” x 22” slab added to 

the collection, it is more versatile than before. Whether installing an 

eco-friendly permeable application, a traditional patio, or a simple 

walk way, this is the slab for you. 

With this four-piece modular system your pattern options are truly 

unlimited. That real stone patio or walkway look you have always 

wanted at a more affordable price and less hassle is now a reality 

with the new Cottage Ledgestone II.

COTTAGE  
LEDGESTONE II 

COLOR OPTIONS

FIELDSTONE 
BLEND

GRANITE HILL 
BLEND

FEATURES

 � Can be laid in a linear or modular pattern 

 � Comes in a new 4-piece collection 

 � The Grande piece is sold separately to add to your 
favorite pattern

 �  Has a larger joint so it can be installed as a permeable 
paver and gives the paver a more aesthetic appeal 

DIMENSIONS & COVERAGE
4 PCS/LAYER

11” x 5.5” 2 3/8” thick

4 PCS/LAYER

11” x 11” 2 3/8” thick 7.79 sf/layer 77.9 sf/pallet

2 PCS/LAYER

11” x 16.5” 2 3/8” thick

GRANDE PIECE

16.5” x 22” 2 3/8” thick

SHAPE OPTIONS

SQUARE

SMALL RECTANGLE

RECTANGLE

 
Pavers: Cottage Ledgestone II 
Color: Granite Hill Blend  

 
Pavers: Cottage Ledgestone II 
Color: Fieldstone Blend 

GRANDE



COTTAGE LEDGESTONE II

STONE PATTERNS

Gagne & Son supports our “Made In Maine” concrete pavers and retaining walls with a Lifetime Warranty on the structural 
integrity of our product used in a residential setting. Material that is deemed defective will be replaced at no cost, labor will not 
be included. Gagne & Son has worked hard to provide uniform product, but color, texture, and finish of the replacement product 
may not match the original product. Proof of purchase is required. All warranty claims must be approved prior to removal and 
disposal of the product in question.

**Please note efflorescence and color variance are not a valid warranty claim.

LIFETIME WARRANTY

RANDOM A RANDOM B RUNNING BOND


